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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2016 is provided to the community of Scone High School as an account of the school's operations
and achievements throughout the year. 

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Lindy Hunt

Principal

School contact details

Scone High School
Gundy Rd
Scone, 2337
www.scone-h.schools.nsw.edu.au
scone-h.school@det.nsw.edu.au
6545 1455

Message from the Principal

In 2016 at Scone High School the school had a major emphasis on professional learning for teachers that focussed on
developing teachers' skills in teaching and learning for the 21st century. Professional learning throughout the year,
looked at what the latest research says about best practice in teaching and learning and strategies that can be used to
implement the ideas. The purpose of the targeted professional learning, was to increase teacher skills and knowledge
first, then allow them time to try strategies in their classrooms. A whole school focus on John Hattie's Visible Learning
concepts of "learning goals" and "success criteria" being displayed in every classroom, every lesson, had a significant
impact on students knowing what they were learning, and how they would know when they learnt it. Opportunities for
teachers to give feedback, as each lesson progressed, and at the conclusion of each lesson, were increased and
provided teachers with data to take learning to the next step, as appropriate, for each class.

Teachers documented extensive curriculum differentiation, demonstrating a sound understanding of how they are able to
meet the many different learning needs of students across the school. Catering for the individual needs of students has
increased significantly during 2016. The employment of additional teachers to assist students who fell below national
benchmarks in literacy and numeracy, in Years 7 and 9, provided students with additional support in both areas. Their
growth charts show significant improvement over the year.

The school continued to provide as many opportunities as possible for students to access activities both within and
outside the school, so that their experiences match those of their city counterparts. An extensive excursion program
operated across all KLAs.  It supported students' learning which was reinforced and enhanced as a result.

Message from the school community

It is with a touch of sadness that I deliver my last report as President of SHS P & C. We had a successful year and I was
surprised as I looked back at how much our small band of members have achieved over the last twelve months.

The Upper Hunter Shire Kia Ora Music Camp continues to provide us with the opportunity to raise valuable funds for the
school. The fantastic effort to cater for the tutors and teacher’s lunches over three days last year by Katherine Meier, and
Helen Coady has continued this year. . Many thanks to Melissa Peterson, her husband Carl and mother Bev, who led an
even larger team of volunteers to provide meals over three days with wonderful compliments and feedback. We also
provided supper at the concert on the Friday night, and I would like to thank the numerous people who baked and
volunteered their time to assist.

We hosted a very successful Horse Festival Parade BBQ in May. Thanks to Susan Ryan for coordinating this again with
her husband Greg. The BBQ raised close to $1000 and is a great opportunity for the school to be a positive participant in
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local community events. Wearing our SHS P & C aprons, also organised by Susan, we present the school in a positive
light at these events.

Our inaugural Antiques and Collectables Weekend held last October was a fantastic success due to the large number of
people who either volunteered their time, baked and/or served meals throughout the weekend. A special thanks to Ruth
Gal and Sandra Byrne who catered for the opening night with the very talented Food Technology students. These
students did the school proud providing great service to our guests and product knowledge of the food they were serving.
This large team who assisted with the Fair was led ably led by Lindy Hunt who had the vision and leadership to make this
event so successful. Thank you to all those who assisted and supported the weekend. We look forward to a bigger and
even better Antiques and Collectables Fair again in October 2017.

Our Canteen is continuing to provide so many options for delicious, nutritious homemade meals. We are proud of the
variety on offer as the menu changes each term. It is exciting to know that our students our now very keen to try new,
healthy, tasty meals such as sushi and pesto pasta for example. Over the last two years, Belinda has encouraged our
students to give her new menu items a go, and the result has been that the number of boxes of pies, sausage rolls etc.
ordered previously has reduced from twenty boxes per week, down to just eight. This means our students are eating
more fresh wholesome food and less packaged items, which is also reducing our total cost of food purchases.

I would also like to thank Tonia Barton and Sue Thompson who assist Belinda Field to provide such a high quality
service to the students, staff and visitors to our school. They have been a wonderful asset and are regularly available to
assist over and above their regular hours as required. Thank you so much for all of your hard work. We continue to try
and recruit more volunteers so that we can continue in this vein, to be what I am sure, is one of the healthiest canteens in
the Hunter.

P and C have supported the school in a number of ways over the last twelve months including:
 • Participating on interview panels when employing new staff
 • Providing financial support to students who represent the school at state level sport
 • Developed a new policy to also provide financial support to students who represent the school at state level in

sport and other areas of excellence such as horse sports, debating, music, engineering etc.
 • Added to our supply of catering equipment to include a toaster
 • A big financial decision to change our financial institution and move our funds to Regional Bank after ongoing

dissatisfaction with our previous bank
Finally,  I would like to thank Lindy Hunt, Leigh Rowney and the staff of Scone High School for their ongoing support our
P & C. They are always there to assist with our fundraising ventures and that support is very much appreciated. Lindy
and Leigh have been valuable members of our organisation.

On behalf of the P & C, I would like to wish Lindy Hunt the very best wishes in her retirement. Lindy has served the
school so very well as Principal for the last fourteen years, and her dedication and commitment has been unwavering.
While I know she is going to start off with a well–deserved rest, I know that she will have trouble staying still for long. As
we all know, Lindy enjoys being a part of her community. Her work with Rotary is an example of that commitment and I’m
sure will help fill in the hours she will soon have when she no longer has to turn up at school each day and put in the very
long hours that come with the job of running a school. Imagine how many quilts you will be able to whip up for our quilt
show in 2017. Lindy, all the best and thank you for the years of hard work.

Raelee Smith – P & C president.

 

Message from the students

In 2016 the Student Representative Council (SRC) was involved in a wide range of activities to support the school and to
raise funds for charitable purposes. Some of these activities included:

Jeans for Genes day: Students wore jeans to school for the day and made a gold coin donation. The SRC provided a
BBQ lunch. and all funds raised went to research into genetic diseases in children.

We all enjoyed the annual "Fashions on the Field" event on Melbourne Cup day when students were encouraged to
come to school dressed in attire suitable to attend the Melbourne Cup, for a gold coin donation. The SRC provided a
BBQ lunch and ran a fashion parade with prizes for the best dressed. Proceeds from the day went towards supporting
students at the school.

"Type Onesie" day was new for us in 2016 and was the initiative of our school captain Rachel Pittman.  We have a few
students at our school who suffer from Type One diabetes, so the school really got behind this fundraising activity.
Students were asked to wear a "Onsie" to school and make a gold coin donation. All proceeds went to the Juvenile
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Diabetes foundation. 

Everyone joined in the fun on "Footy Colours" day. Students made a gold coin donation to wear footy colours in support
of childhood cancer. The SRC also ran a football passing competition at lunch. 

All schools across the Upper Hunter Shire supported the Upper Hunter Shire Youth Council, and "Pink Shirt" day.
Students dressed up in pink clothes and accessories and made a gold coin donation to support raising awareness of the
impact bullying can have on people. The SRC also held a bake sale at lunch. 

The SRC supports athletics each year. In 2016 they assisted in running the canteen at both the school and zone
carnivals to provide a service to all of the competitors.

The highlight of each year, is receiving the list of elderly people who reside at Strathearn Village, and distributing it for
students and staff to purchase a Christmas present for each of them. Someone volunteers to be Santa, the choir and
other musicians entertain them, and we give our gifts. It is a very emotional day, but a very worthwhile thing to do for our
community.

SRC representatives – Darcy Pittman and Matilda Jones.
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School background

School vision statement

Scone High School shares with its community, responsibility for providing a broad range of opportunities that build the
skills of individuals and create tomorrow’s citizens and leaders.

School context

Scone High School is a comprehensive, coeducational Year 7 – 12 school in the Upper Hunter of NSW. The school has
a proud tradition of excellence in academic, creative, cultural and sporting achievements. The student population reflects
the diversity of our predominantly rural community.

As a member of The Upper Hunter Community of Public Schools, Scone High School enjoys positive connections with
six partner schools. The school offers a broad curriculum including courses that provide for academic and vocational
pathways. Scone High School is the lead school in the Upper Hunter Trade Training Centre and a Centre of Excellence
in Agriculture. All classrooms are equipped with state of the art technology including interactive whiteboards.Scone High
School offers a broad curriculum to support the needs of all students.

The school delivers a range of highly valued, co curricula programs providing opportunities for all students to enrich their
learning experiences. Scone High School’s outstanding student leadership program promotes leadership development,
global understanding and citizenship.The school promotes tolerance and understanding of difference through preparing
students for their future. The school’s team of highly qualified and enthusiastic staff, facilitate learning opportunities
geared to success for all students.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

For all schools (except those participating in external validation processes):

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

each aspects can be assigned one of the following levels – Working towards  delivering, delivering, sustaining and
growing and excelling.

The aspects assessed in Learning and resulting levels were:

Learning culture – delivering,

Wellbeing – delivering,

Curriculum and learning – sustaining and growing,

Assessment and reporting – delivering, and,

Student performance measures – delivering

The aspects assessed in Teaching and the resulting levels were:

Effective classroom practice – delivering,

Data skills and use – working towards delivering,

Collaborative practice – sustaining and growing,
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Learning and development – delivering, and,

Professional standards – sustaining and growing.

 The aspects assessed in Leading and the resulting levels were:

Leadership – delivering, school planning,

Implementation and reporting – delivering,

School resources – sustaining and growing, and,

Management practices and processes – delivering.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine the strategic priorities in our School Plan, leading to further
improvements in the delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

http://www.dec.nsw.gov.au/about–the–department/our–reforms/school–excellence–framework
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Strategic Direction 1

Students are successful learners, leaders and active global citizens.

Purpose

Consistent with the goals of the Melbourne Declaration, http://www.curriculum.edu.au/verve/resources/national
declaration on the educational goals for young australians.pdf and in consultation with the community, Scone High
School is committed to equipping students with skills for their future. In order for students to participate in the 21st
century as informed, confident, global citizens, we believe they need to be effective leaders, independent learners,
creative thinkers and good problem solvers.

Overall summary of progress

In 2016 Scone High School has focussed on the quality of teaching and learning taking place in classrooms. In order to
achieve improved outcomes for students, teachers have used strategies suggested by John Hattie in his research
around what has the most impact on student learning. To begin, we have included for all students, learning goals and
success criteria for all classes, every lesson. This has had a significant impact on reducing time when students are
asking what they are going to be doing today. It has also increased student understanding of their learning, by outlining
how they will know when they have learnt it. An assessment of the quality of feedback being provided to students,
informed the school that we do it very well for senior students, and now need to extend the same level into the junior
school.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

Focus groups, interviews and
student surveys indicate that
students can clearly articulate
what they are learning and how
they can progress their learning
in the future.

Interviews conducted with Years 7 – 10 students
indicated that 100% of students were aware of the
importance of learning goals and success criteria
for each of their lessons. They reported that they
were very helpful in assisting them to know what
they were learning and how they would know when
they had learnt it. They were confident to ask
questions of their teachers about the goals and
criteria.

Nil

Data collected for the learning
centre around the type and
purpose of activities, number and
age of students accessing, use of
referrals, and project based work
indicates increasing use, and
informs improvement measures
each year.

In it's initial stages, the Learning Centre was used
predominantly for meetings between teachers and
students, or for professional learning sessions for
both teachers and administration staff. At
examination time, the Learning Centre was used for
special provision students and provided an
excellent venue for them to be supported to
complete their examinations. During the Higher
School Certificate (HSC) most students accessed it
to sit their examinations. It provided an excellent
venue which was quiet and cool, close to facilities
and away from the remainder of the school.

Nil

Feedback on classroom learning,
obtained through Learning Walks,
formal and informal student
feedback and student surveys,
indicate Visible Learning and 21st
century learning skills being
implemented in classrooms
across the school.

Student feedback indicated that 100% of teachers
use learning goals and success criteria every
lesson. These are but two aspects of Hattie's
Visible Learning. Learning walks indicated that all
teachers at some stage during each lesson access
technology to assist students with their learning.
many teachers encourage students to use their
mobile phones to support learning, especially in
Mathematics and the Sciences. 79% teachers
interviewed had accessed the school's computer
network and used the strategies stored their with
their classes to enhance their 21st century learning
skills.

Nil
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Next Steps

In 2017 Scone High School will join with many other schools from across the Wollemi and Tamworth school networks to
participate in Hattie's Visible Learning Collaborative Impact Program(CIP) in co operation with Corwin Australia. Scone
HS teachers will participate in a Foundation Day with Scone Public and Muswellbrook High Schools, then work through a
process to collect data from across the school. The results of the data collection will inform future directions for the
school. To assist with data collection and developing and implementing future plans, an Impact Coach will be employed
from the teaching staff and trained to assist the school and individual teachers with their future focused work.
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Strategic Direction 2

Teachers and leaders are innovative, reflective and committed to quality learning.

Purpose

At Scone High School we believe that teachers make the most significant impact on student learning. High quality
teaching and learning is achieved when teachers work collaboratively and reflect on their practice in a positive culture of
trust and respect. The 21st century learning environment http://www.p21.org/our–work/p21– framework requires creative
and innovative approaches to leading, teaching and learning. Providing high quality learning opportunities for all students
therefore requires ongoing, targeted professional learning for all teachers and leaders.

Overall summary of progress

Leadership development was a key feature of teacher development in 2016. Current leaders,and those aspiring to
leadership, attended a leadership conference, collaborative sessions upon return to school, and made recommendations
for improvements to leadership provision at Scone HS. the school acted on the teams suggestions and there is now a
refined process to apply for leadership opportunities at the school. Leaders are encouraged to access and complete
modules on the Leadership and High performance website, and leadership is one aspect of their PDP goals.

The school has refined its process of documentation of meeting the needs of students with disabilities in mainstream
classes. All teachers have undergone training and submit, on a proforma, evidence of curriculum adjustments, with
accompanying work samples, week 8, each term.

The school demonstrated significant improvements in relational trust demonstrated through the results of a staff wide
survey conducted in 2016.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

The Leadership capability
framework is central to school
capacity building and is
evidenced by a leadership
development program for
teachers aspiring to leadership
roles.

Teachers in leadership positions and aspiring to
leadership, used the Leadership Capability
Framework,  to assess their strengths and
weaknesses, and used these to develop Personal
Development Plans (PDPs) for 2016.

A redesigned system for teachers to apply for
leadership opportunities was introduced.

A leadership development conference was held for
teachers both in and aspiring to leadership
positions.

Leadership conference –
$10,284.12

Teachers differentiate curriculum
and provide reasonable
adjustments and
accommodations to meet the
needs of individual students in
mainstream classes.  Evidence in
all teaching programs that
curriculum differentiation,
adjustments and
accommodations are in place.

All teachers make adjustments to their teaching and
learning programs to meet the individual needs of
students across the school. They document their
adjustments on a proforma, and provide work
samples which are submitted during week 8 each
term.

Nil

The four determinants of
relational trust, “interpersonally
respectful, personal regard for
others,competent in role and
personal integrity,” underpin
professional relationships across
the school.

The school assessed progress over a two year
period in the area of "relational trust" We
redesigned the survey for teachers to make it easier
to understand and collect data. Results of the
survey indicated very significant improvements in
relational trust right across the school.

Nil
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Next Steps

The school will continue to build on its leadership strategy, with particular focus on the induction of new teachers in 2017,
as well as providing opportunities for teachers to extend their leadership skills through new experiences and striving to
achieve at higher levels of accreditation.

Teachers will continue to provide high, quality learning experiences where all students can experience success. They will
differentiate the curriculum to meet the learning needs of all students, and focus some more on enhancing the learning
outcomes for gifted and talented students.

The executive team will revisit the relational trust plan for the school, make adjustments, consult with staff about those
adjustments and continue to implement it to build positive relationships across the school.
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Strategic Direction 3

Positive partnerships share responsibility for the development of young people.

Purpose

The development of young people, to ensure their success for the future, is a whole of community responsibility. Scone
High School is committed to building respectful partnerships with parents and the broader community to enable them to
work together to support student learning for the 21st century, provide quality learning opportunities and foster student
wellbeing.

Overall summary of progress

Scone HS revisited the process it uses to assist students in their preparation for the senior school to ensure that all
students' curriculum needs are met and that there is a choice of pathway for all students. Our processes are highly
valued by students and parents alike.

"Tell Them from Me" survey results indicated that there are still pockets of bullying across the school so a change in
focus to a positive approach to addressing the issue was suggested for 2017.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

There is a fully articulated
pathway for HSC students as
evidenced by individual plans and
timetables.

All senior student and their parents were involved in
working with teachers to devise a curriculum pattern
to meet the students' individual needs.

Nil

Senior students provide feedback
through focus groups to inform
improvements in school practice
for HSC students.

Phone calls made to past students indicated that
they were very happy with their preparation for the
HSC.

Nil

"Tell Them From Me'' survey
results indicate a positive climate
at Scone HS in terms of student
wellbeing.

"Tell Them From Me" survey indicated that there
are still pockets of bullying in the school, despite
there being a range of strategies to address them.
To focus on the positives rather than the negatives,
the teaching staff decided to change roll call
structures in 2017 where they can teach a range of
positive strategies to students to build their skills
and understandings in relation to others.

The survey indicated that student involvement in
school and external activities was a very positive
aspect of school life for the majority of students.

Nil

Next Steps

At Scone High School in 2017 we will implement year based roll call groups and have structured lessons that will be
delivered during roll call time. A team of teachers will design and publish the positive lessons for all roll call teaches and
encourage all teachers to share successful strategies with each other.
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Key Initiatives Impact achieved this year Resources (annual)

Aboriginal background loading All Aboriginal students have Personal
Learning Plans and have been involved in
activities both within and outside of the school
to enhance their knowledge and skills,
especially in relation to career options.

The school employed a teacher to co–odinate
programs for Aboriginal students at Scone
HS.

$10,482.08 to employ
co–ordinating teacher

$2,034.08 to support
professional learning for the
co–ordinating teacher and
teachers on the Aboriginal
team.

Low level adjustment for disability Plans in place for incoming students and their
names and needs included in the information
booklet for staff for the next year.

All teachers record the curriculum
adjustments they make on a proforma which
was submitted each term during week 8.

Students with low level disabilities in
mainstream classes were supported through
the employment of additional School Learning
Support officers.

Teacher time.

Teacher salary – $927.71

SASS salary: $26,199.52

Socio–economic background 66% of the staff attended an leadership
development conference and set PDPs which
contained as aspect of leadership.

A learning centre was established and trial
operation illustrated the need to employ a
teacher to co ordinate it in 2017.

Students unable to access some activities
were supported to ensure involvement in
learning experiences.

An outdoor, senior area, to support student
wellbeing, was established within the school.

A group of at risk Year 7 boys benefitted from
mentoring by gentlemen from the community
and the Probus Club of Scone.

All teacher participated in professional
learning around 21st century learning and
have access to resources on the school's
computer network to enhance teaching and
learning activities.

Students and teachers were supported in
implementing technology in their classrooms
through the employment of a computer
assistant.

Additional LAST support meant that all of
Years 7 and 8 were benchmarked for
Literacy.

Students who scored below national
benchmarks were identified and individual
programs of support were delivered.

All students in the special programs
demonstrated improvement.

Leadership development :
$10,284.12

Learning Centre:
$29,005.01

Student assistance :
$5,180.14

Senior area: $15,1900.00

Mentoring : $2,407.84

21st Century learning :
$4,417.14

Computer salaries :
$5,119.16

additional LAST salaries :
$49,343.94

Support for beginning teachers Beginning teachers attended professional Course fees: $4,328.96
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Support for beginning teachers learning activities to meet their individual
needs.

Beginning teachers were released from
classes, in various ways, to take up their
entitlements and build their skills and
experiences to improve their teaching.

Salaries: $21,826.73
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2013 2014 2015 2016

Boys 210 212 188 180

Girls 214 199 196 204

Student enrolments have decreased slightly over the
last four years from 424 in 2013 to 384 in 2016. This
can be explained by the impact of a decline in the
mining industry  and families moving away from Scone.

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2013 2014 2015 2016

7 93.4 93.6 93.2 92.9

8 89.9 91 92 92.7

9 89.1 90.2 87.1 89.9

10 86.1 86 88.6 87.9

11 86.6 86.2 88.8 92.4

12 87.3 89.8 88.6 87.2

All Years 88.9 89.3 89.7 90.6

State DoE

Year 2013 2014 2015 2016

7 93.2 93.3 92.7 92.8

8 90.9 91.1 90.6 90.5

9 89.4 89.7 89.3 89.1

10 87.7 88.1 87.7 87.6

11 88.3 88.8 88.2 88.2

12 90.1 90.3 89.9 90.1

All Years 89.9 90.2 89.7 89.7

Management of non-attendance

Overall, student attendance at Scone High School is in
line with state averages. Years 7, 9, 10 were in line with
state average, Year 8 was slightly above state average
and Year 12 was slightly below state average.

The school has a process in place to monitor
attendance which is checked every 5 weeks. Parents
are notified if their student has fallen below 85%
attendance for that five week period of and for the year
to date. Students with excellent attendance, that is 95%
or above are acknowledged through the school's
commendation system.

Post-school destinations

Proportion of
students moving
into post-school
education, training
or employment

Year
10%

Year
11%

Year
12%

Seeking
Employment

3 10

Employment 13.85 16.92 41

TAFE entry 1.53 2

University Entry 37

Other 12.3 18.46 8

Unknown 9.2 4.6 2

Students departing Year 12 in 2016 showed that 31%
had taken up university placements. An additional 8%
have deferred university placement until 2018. 6% of
Year 12 students are working through a Uni–pathway
program. Of the 41% of students who have gained
employment, 8% have taken on an apprenticeship.

In years 10 and 11 students listed under "Other"
transferred an another school to continue their
education.

Year 12 students undertaking vocational or trade
training

Scone HS provides an extensive selection of
Vocational courses for students to study both at the
school and through TAFE. these courses include:
Information technology, Primary Industries, Hospitality,
Metals and Engineering and Construction at the school.
Automotive, Hair dressing and Beauty, Electro
technology are offered at TAFE and students can
access Business Services through Merriwa Central
School. Of the 55 students in year 12 in 2016, 21
students studied a Vocational subject. This constitutes
38.18% of the cohort.

Year 12 students attaining HSC or equivalent
vocational education qualification

55 students sat the Higher School Certificate (HSC) at
Scone HS in 2016. 100% of the students obtained the
certification.

Workforce information
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Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal 1

Deputy Principal(s) 1

Head Teacher(s) 6

Classroom Teacher(s) 19.2

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 1.1

Teacher Librarian 1

School Counsellor 1

School Administration & Support
Staff

6.98

Other Positions 4.8

*Full Time Equivalent

1 member of the School Learning Support Team is
Aboriginal.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 98.5

Postgraduate degree

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Teacher professional learning in 2016 centred around
two main aspects:

(1) Leadership development, and,

(2) Teaching for the 21st century.

Teachers in their first few years of teaching also
participated in professional learning which they
identified in the PDPs and met the requirements for
accreditation.

Members of the executive team were part of an
combined Upper Hunter Schools panel to assist
teachers with their accreditation procedures. This
provided them with valuable professional learning
around the accreditation process. The school employed
a teacher, who was shared across Upper Hunter
schools and external to them, for half day each month,
to support the panel, any beginning teachers and
supervisors of beginning teachers.

Three teachers were certified as proficient and
completed all of the necessary documentation to qualify
them for the award of a Teacher's Certificate.

Three teachers achieved maintenance at proficient
level after five years within the teaching service.

Financial information (for schools
using OASIS for the whole year)

Financial information

This summary financial information covers funds for
operating costs to <insert date> and does not involve
expenditure areas such as permanent salaries, building
and major maintenance.

Income $

Balance brought forward 291 699.22

Global funds 415 019.97

Tied funds 484 177.07

School & community sources 166 077.47

Interest 8 490.49

Trust receipts 21 216.16

Canteen 0.00

Total income 1 386 680.38

Expenditure

Teaching & learning

Key learning areas 81 378.55

Excursions 70 612.11

Extracurricular dissections 35 592.11

Library 14 024.75

Training & development 0.00

Tied funds 405 591.84

Short term relief 128 377.98

Administration & office 94 053.12

School-operated canteen 0.00

Utilities 111 817.92

Maintenance 40 975.27

Trust accounts 23 293.15

Capital programs 0.00

Total expenditure 1 005 716.80

Balance carried forward 380 963.58

A full copy of the school’s financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
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statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

<You may choose to use this text box to comment on
other assessment data including:
 • Best Start
 • Literacy and numeracy achievement against the

literacy and numeracy continuums>
Delete text not required. 

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 7 and 9 literacy and numeracy assessments
are reported on a scale from Band 4 to Band 10. The
achievement scale represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

Growth in literacy from Year 7 to Year 9 over the three
year period has seen significant improvement. In fact,
growth in literacy between Year 7 and Year 9 in 2016
was above state average. An area for development in
the junior school for Scone HS is writing where results
were not as strong as the other aspects of literacy.
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Numeracy results reflect healthy growth from Years 7 to
Year 9.  Each year there are students who score in the
top two bands for numeracy but as a school we would
like to increase that number significantly. This will be an
area of focus for the future.

The My School website provides detailed
information and data for national literacy and numeracy
testing. Click on the link http://www.myschool.edu.au
and insert the school name in the Find a school and
select GO to access the school data.>

In 2016 the Premier's Priorities were Improving
education results and State Priorities were: Better
services – Improving Aboriginal education outcomes for
students in the top two NAPLAN bands.

At Scone HS in 2016 we had 9 Year 7 Aboriginal
students sit the NAPLAN test and 5 Year 9 students. In
Numeracy in year 7 2 students scored in the top two
bands. In Literacy – in Grammar and Punctuation 4
students performed in the top two bands in reading – 2
students in spelling 3 students and in writing 1 student.
these are outstanding results.

In year 9  of the 5 Aboriginal students 2 performed in to
top band for Grammar and Punctuation  and 1 in
reading while no Aboriginal students were placed in the
top bands for Numeracy.

Higher School Certificate (HSC)

The performance of students in the HSC is reported in
bands ranging from Band 1 (lowest) to Band 6
(highest).
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55 students sat the Higher School Certificate (HSC) in
2016. 100% students who were eligible for an HSC
received the award. In 2016, performance across the
curriculum was strong with students receiving 8 band 6
scores across 5 courses and 28 band 5 scores..

The courses where students scored Band 6 included:
Music with 2 students obtaining a band 6, and one each
in PD/H/PE, Biology, Mathematics general 2 and
Business Studies. 

The graphs included in this publication do not show the
breadth of subjects that are offered and were studied
by students in the 2016 HSC year because many of the
courses had small cohorts. As a result, small groups do
not attract the same level of accurate statistical
information as large groups do. However, there were a
group of other courses where students performed
admirably including: Agriculture with 7 students
obtaining 1 band 5 and 6 band 4 scores, Advanced
English with 4 band 5 results, Industrial Technology
Timber with both students in the class obtaining high
band 5 scores, and Visual Arts with 4 band 5 results
and 5 Band 4 results. These are outstanding results.

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Each year the school conducts a short survey for
parents of Year 7 students to ascertain the level of
satisfaction with the transition process to the school. in
2016 parents were overwhelmingly supportive of the
processes we use to prepare the students for the
changes that take place in secondary school. 100% of
parents were happy with the opportunities they

received to communicate with and meet their student's
teachers. 100% of parents were very pleased with the
use of Facebook and Skoolbag as means of
communicating with them. 60% of parents had received
newsletters, but 100% knew that they could access it
on the school's website. They did however suggest that
the school notify them via Facebook and
Skoolbag each time the newsletter is distributed to
students. This will be an improved practice in 2017.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

The school established a team to co ordinate Aboriginal
education for 2016. They developed a plan to guide
their work with a  focus on ensuring that all Aboriginal
students were working towards achieving the goals set
out in their PLPs. In 2016, 100% of Aboriginal students
had a PLP which were jointly developed between the
student, the school and the parents.

Another important aspect of the work of the team was
to improve delivery of cultural content through genuine
experiences. As a result, all Aboriginal students in
Years 10 – 12 participated in  the OCHRE careers and
culture camp at Kurri Kurri and Years 7 and 8 students
attended the "Koori Kids" Opera House excursion with
Stage 3 students from Scone PS.

The school celebrated NAIDOC day with a special
assembly and KLA presentations by external
presenters. Senior students, Years 10 –12, participated
in a program to enhance their awareness of local
employment opportunities and how they might prepare
for and access them in the future. Years 9 – 12
students also participated in the University of Western
Sydney program raising awareness of opportunities at
the university for Aboriginal students.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Scone High School celebrates it's multiculturalism each
year at a special Harmony Day assembly. Designed
and delivered by students, for students, the assembly
featured many of the areas around the world where
harmony isn't present. An emphasis on working
together and tolerating difference was a key theme for
the assembly. Key notes addresses were given by
students who had experiences overseas. After the
assembly, students were able to sample a range of
foods from different cultures, served from the school's
canteen.

All KLAs incorporate multicultural aspects into all
teaching and learning programs.

Other school programs

Scone High School operates an extensive student
leadership program. Students from the Student
Representative Council (SRC) have designed a
leadership program which they deliver to their peers
each year. These students then deliver a program to all
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Year 5 students from our partner primary schools.
Highly evaluated by all who participate the program
builds skills to enable students to confidently approach
a task, especially by planning and working with others.

Five students from Scone High School represent the
school at the Upper Hunter Shire Council's Youth
Council. Consisting of students from all schools across
the Upper Hunter Shire, they meet each month to plan
and conduct activities to support youth in the area.
They successfully apply for grants to conduct the
activities which are often not available to young people
in the Upper Hunter. Working with students from across
schools, has meant that they now have a deeper
understanding of the needs of different groups of
students and why it is important to provide leadership to
provide opportunities for others. Scone High School
has supported this program since its inception 6 years
ago as it provides fantastic opportunities for young
people to contribute to their peers and also put
forward ideas to the council on behalf of youth in the
shire.

Scone High School operates a Horse Sports team.
They are consistently performing at the top of
competition where ever they go. 2016 was no
exception, with the school receiving many accolades
and ribbons for outstanding participation and the
champion school at many of the events.

Scone High School is a Centre of Excellence in
Agriculture. Students are able to study Agriculture as
part of the mandatory technology course in Years 7 and
8, then as an elective in Years 9 – 12. One feature of
the Agriculture program is the Steer Showing program.
The school participates in the Upper Hunter Beef
Bonanza and in 2016 won the champion school steer
on the hoof. Scone HS students also assist Scone PS
with the preparation of their students and steer, and in
2016, they won champion school steer on the hook.
The school plans to continue its active involvement in
the Royal Easter Show steer competition in 2017,
which wasn't possible in 2016 due to significant staff
changes.
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